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Taue's °Aloe ia the tames I pve prior that sfacifically des any set to 030T -AP ar to SW Group. I spent sena or eight 
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Ghat walking the imerropdon aide of the lore, the detainee assessmeot board. and the acre 	seaion. I saw 
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Wired. sod Mow *divan*, trough the interpreter Dere. 
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v-  his activity. 

One of the ladies namedink who it an lomforstet at Mu Obraib,lela wankeeping a notebook on this ED. add she wog 
v-  puny eanceraed M him at . Shs talked to we a couple of times about ' and I asked her, "who k$ Die sitY, what does he dor 
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was Iraqi. Derma the time I was a screener at 

When I mimed &mime tiles, k would have jammed out at we that some units tem& Is dente= that were generstly mum& lb 
it a worse Wedeln than others. Stb Group, or any of their rubordinsdag tuts. didn't display a peens of bringing detainees is 
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the face would be pwh -Wy normal, bet a 	butt imprint or severe laceration to the face, you'd wonder how much more did tis'y 
do. On we palliate 	.,Idoml., his wrist wounds were an severe that they were at down through tits forth and fifth layers  of 
flub. It was scabbed over, bark was obvious those *bp had been en and a lot of 	was mend on those plastic earth. or 
truant caffs. whichever ones ware used. I haven't sem this but I've been sold about thre herding of dm rem= with * Ism*. You 
sawpcisooets that were walking kind of tinny. and you knew Emend% was wrong with them. what. I deal know. Rot 15 
lifeame sad experience, hums beings dcm't at din way unless there's something with them. I've seen prisoners dus have injured 
themselves whit flex cuffs but an Its she depee that I've seen on some prisoners. there's just no way. 
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